The Genocide and Crime against humanity in 21st century.

Never again is happening again.

Please, protest for the current situation of Uyghurs!

Rescue 3 million Uyghurs from concentration camps!

A horrifying ethnic eradication program that indiscriminately detains men and forces them into forced labor, forces sterilization of the remaining women, and forces children away from their parents is underway in China.

The US government recognized the issue happening in Uyghur as "genocide" and "crimes against humanity" in international law. On February 22, 2021, the Canadian House of Representatives adopted a resolution recognizing the Chinese government is doing "Genocide" against Uyghurs. Further, on February 26, the Dutch Parliament also passed a motion to recognize it as "Genocide." Dutch is the first in Europe to recognize the "Genocide." According to the media, there are some trends in multiple European parliaments to make similar motions.

Any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group. (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group. (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part. (d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group. (e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. were defined as Genocide and China is the signed country to this convention. A huge amount of evidences are indicating Chinese government's systematic crackdown on Uyghurs applies to all of these items.

The "genocide accreditation" by the US government is a historical judgment made after several years gathering and analyzing information strictly, investigating a huge amount of evidences, and comparing the facts that rigorously confirmed with international law. This would be a good start and an opportunity to urge other countries to take concrete actions to end this nightmare and rescue more than 3 million innocent Uyghur people.

The largest concentration camp in human history!

Since 2017, Xi Jinping regime in Uyghur (East Turkestan), has operated the largest concentration camp in human history. Adrian Zenz, a German researcher who is the most familiar with Uyghur concentration camps in the world, has released findings that there are more than 1000 concentration camps in Uyghurs. The BBC reports that it has confirmed that there are also huge ones that can accommodate 130,000 people in one concentration camp. More than 3 million people including many prominent cultural and business persons who have supported the Uyghur society are detained to these camps, and a nightmare that no unaffected Uyghur family is happening. Both the number of concentration camps and the number of inmates has already exceeded the Nazi regime.

From secret investigation of Western media such as BBC, testimony of survivors, leaked internal documents and videos, it has become clear that people detained without any reason were banned from daily conversation in their native language and forced to abandon their own culture and traditions in a harsh environment where the contact with the outside world was completely cut off, and they have been forced to be loyal to the Communist Party of China and Xi Jinping at the same time.

Many testimonies have been reported that not only brainwashing education but also criminal acts such as torture, maltreatment, systematic sexual assault on women, suspicious human experiments like forced administration of unidentified drugs and injections are rampant. And family life-threatening testimony confirms that many people have died in concentration camps. There are also many reports confirmed that healthy young people are being secretly transferred from concentration camps to prisons throughout mainland China, and the number is hundreds of thousands. Also, it is suspected that it is being targeted for organ trade because it was mainly transferred near to the military hospitals and the whereabouts are unknown afterwards.